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Decodable Literature Library Foundational Skills Guide

Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Deliver the Foundational Skills Instruction activities in the Prepare for Reading and
After Reading sections to all students to help them read and spell the words they
encounter in the book Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow This instruction can happen over a
number of days, based on your students’ needs. Because students’ reading and spelling
abilities will vary, word-reading scaﬀolds are provided in the During Reading section,
and Diﬀerentiated Instruction activities are included in the After Reading section. Use
these scaﬀolds and activities as necessary. Before guiding students through the activities
with the words provided, be sure you are familiar with the Reading Series 3 model
lessons. Post Purpose Statements before you begin working with students.

Target Letter-Sound
Correspondences
/ou/ sound spelled ou, ow

Spectrum of Literacy

Prepare for Reading

Flyleaf’s Spectrum of Literacy is a comprehensive and
systematic phonics scope & sequence that progresses
from basic decoding to fluent independent reading.

Foundational Skills Instruction
In the book Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow, students will encounter two spellings—ou and
ow—for the /ou/ diphthong. Prior to students’ individual reading of the text, deliver
instruction of these target letter-sound correspondences using the Identifying Vowel Team
Syllables with Diphthong Vowel Teams and Listen, Sort, Read with Secondary Sort activities
below. If your students need extra word-reading strategy practice before they begin reading,
also deliver the Practice Word-Reading Strategies instruction.

Identifying Vowel Team Syllables with Diphthong Vowel Teams

Foundational Skills Purpose Statements
I can use strategies to read words I do
not know.
n I can identify a syllable with a
diphthong vowel team.
n I can use what I know about diphthong
vowel team spellings to read new words.
n

Have copies of the Syllable Type Identiﬁcation Guide on hand.
Say: I am going to show you something that will help you read more words. First, let’s think
about three words spelled with the vowel o that have diﬀerent vowel pronunciations. I am
going to ask you to notice how the diﬀerent vowel pronunciations look and feel as we say them.
Write the words hog, pool, and cow on the board. Point to the word hog (short o pronunciation) as you say: The ﬁrst word is hog.
The vowel pronunciation is /ŏ/. See how my mouth is wide open when I pronounce the /ŏ/ sound and the word: /ŏ/, hog. Now you try it.
(/ŏ/, hog)
Next, point to the word pool (long oo, /o¯o/, pronunciation) as you say: The second word is pool. The vowel pronunciation is /o¯o/.
See how I round my lips to pronounce the /o¯o/ sound and the word: /o¯o/, pool. Now you try it. (/o¯o/, pool)
Point to the word cow (diphthong /ou/ pronunciation) as you say: The third word is cow. The vowel pronunciation is /ou/. As I say the word,
watch my mouth. Notice how my mouth is open at ﬁrst, and then my lips round and push out as I pronounce the /ou/ sound. Exaggerate
your mouth and lip positions as you pronounce the sound: /ou/, cow. Say: Feel how your mouth slides from an open-mouth position to a
rounded-mouth position with your lips pushing out as you pronounce the sound and the word: /ou/, cow.
Underline the ow in the word cow. Then say: In this o-w spelling, the letter w functions as a vowel to make a vowel team with the vowel o.
Be sure students are looking at page 2 of the Syllable Type Identiﬁcation Guide.
Point to the Diphthong Vowel Team Checklist and say: I am going to introduce you to a new checklist called the Diphthong Vowel Team
Checklist. A diphthong vowel team is a new kind of vowel team that is pronounced with one vowel sound sliding into another, making you
move your mouth from one position to another as you pronounce it. We can use the Diphthong Vowel Team Checklist to help us decide if
a word or syllable is a vowel team syllable with a diphthong vowel team spelling and pronunciation.
Point to the picture on the checklist. Say: The side-by-side vowels not holding hands remind us that a diphthong vowel team does not
make one sound like the other vowel teams. To ﬁgure out something about the sound that diphthong vowel teams make, let’s look at what the
vowels in the picture are saying. The two vowels are saying one thing. They are saying, “We make a two-sound whine.” Remember, a whine
is a sound that has a complaining tone, so this makes sense when we think of the /ou/ sound in the word cow. The /ou/ makes a whining
sound—similar to a sound you might make if you hurt yourself, with one vowel sound sliding into another.
Demonstrate by extending the sound, emphasizing the whining or complaining tone of the diphthong: /ou…/. Have students imitate
you and be sure they see and feel the two mouth positions of the diphthong pronunciation. Say: A word or syllable with this VV vowel
pattern in which the vowels make a two-sound whine is a vowel team syllable with a diphthong vowel team spelling and pronunciation. Now
let’s try using this checklist with the word cow.
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Decodable Literature Library Foundational Skills Guide

Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Identifying Vowel Team Syllables with Diphthong Vowel Teams, continued
Point to the word cow on the board. Say: Now let’s see if the word cow is a vowel team syllable
with a diphthong vowel team spelling and pronunciation.
Point to the “look” icon on the checklist. Say: Look. Ask: How many vowels do you see in cow? (two). Are the vowels side by side? (yes).
Point to the “listen” icon and say: Listen. (Say the word: cow.) Ask: Do you hear a long vowel sound, the same as the ﬁrst vowel’s name?
(no). Use a whining voice to say the word cow again, and extend the sound of the diphthong: /ou…/. Do you hear one vowel sound slide
into another to make a whiny sound? (yes). Say: Because cow meets the look and listen criteria of the checklist, we can identify it as a
vowel team syllable with a diphthong vowel team spelling and pronunciation. The vowel pattern is VV. Point to the VV on the Diphthong
Vowel Team Checklist. The pronunciation of the vowel team is a two-sound whine.
Next, say: So, in this book, you will read words with the /ou/ sound spelled o-w, but you will also ﬁnd words in which the /ou/ sound is
spelled o-u, such as the word loud.
Write the word loud on the board. Say: We can use the Diphthong Vowel Team Checklist to help us decide if the word loud is a vowel
team syllable with a diphthong vowel team spelling and pronunciation.
Point to the “look” icon on the checklist. Say: Look. Ask: How many vowels do you see in loud? (two). Are the vowels side by side? (yes)
Point to the “listen” icon and say: Listen. (Say the word: loud.) Ask: Do you hear a long vowel sound, the same as the ﬁrst vowel’s name?
(no). Use a whining voice to say the word loud again, and extend the sound of the diphthong: /ou…/. Have students imitate you.
Ask: Do you hear one vowel sound slide into another to make a whiny sound? (yes). Say: Because loud meets the look and listen criteria of
the checklist, we can identify it as a vowel team syllable with a diphthong vowel team spelling and pronunciation. The vowel pattern is VV.
Point to the VV on the Diphthong Vowel Team Checklist. Say: The pronunciation of the vowel team is a two-sound whine.

Listen, Sort, Read with Secondary Sort
Word Cards for Headers: hog (short /ŏ/ pronunciation), pool (long /o¯o/ pronunciation), cow (/ou/ diphthong pronunciation)
Word Cards: Bon-Bon, loft, pond, stop, not, tool, stool, fool, moo, too, school, count, found, ground, loud, mound, pout, proud, snout,
crowd, gown, owl, plow
Have copies of the Syllable Type Identiﬁcation Guide on hand. Follow the Listen, Sort, Read activity steps until all of the word cards are
sorted into the pocket chart.

hog

pool

cow

Bon-Bon
loft
pond
stop
not

tool
stool
fool
moo
too
school

count
found
ground
loud
mound
pout
proud
snout
crowd
gown
owl
plow
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Decodable Literature Library Foundational Skills Guide

Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Listen, Sort, Read with Secondary Sort, continued
Begin the process of conducting a secondary sort to diﬀerentiate the two spellings
of the /ou/ diphthong by asking: Do you notice anything about the spellings of the words
in the “cow” column of the chart? (There are two diﬀerent spellings for the /ou/ sound.)
Choose a word card with an ow spelling from the original sort (owl is a good choice), and display it so it serves as a new header card.
Use the Syllable Type Identiﬁcation Guide to identify the word as a vowel team syllable with a diphthong vowel team spelling and
pronunciation. Sort all of the ow words into one column under this word card. Repeat with the diphthong vowel team syllable ou words.

owl

ground

crowd
gown
plow
cow

count
found
loud
mound
pout
proud
snout

To ﬁnish the activity, read the word cards in each column with students. Say: So we have learned two new diphthong vowel team
spellings, o-w and o-u, for the /ou/ diphthong. The book we are reading has words with these spellings.

Practice Word-Reading Strategies
The reading of Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow will provide multiple opportunities for students to use the Identify the Base Word Strategy.
If students need additional practice with this strategy in order to be prepared for their individual reading, use the Word-Reading
Strategies Guide to review the strategy’s steps, and then have students practice using the strategy to read any of the following words:
bounded, pouting, growling, howling, wowing, yowled, contacted, grumbled, scattered, grunted, glinted.

Close Reading Instruction
Complete the Before Reading activities in the Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow Close Reading Guide.
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
During Reading
Apply Foundational Skills
Before students begin reading, say: Remember to use your Word-Reading Strategies Guide and Quick Reference to help you problem solve
when you get to words you can’t pronounce. There are lots of words in this book that might require you to use the Identify the Base Word
Strategy, so I am going to be checking in with you as you are reading to ﬁnd out when and how you use this strategy.
As students read, circulate through the room and observe how they are problem solving when they come to challenging words.
Conﬁrm that they are using their quick reference and guide eﬀectively, and scaﬀold them based on individual needs. Scaﬀolds for
words that present unique challenges are provided below to support your instruction.

Word-Reading Scaffold
acrobatic: Have students try the Divide the Word into Syllables Strategy and determine that this four-syllable word is divided
ac/ro/bat/ic. (The ﬁrst and second syllables divide as a Rabbit Word, ac/ro–; the second and third syllables divide as a Tiger Word,
–ro/bat–; and the third and fourth syllables divide as a Camel Word, –bat/ic.) As necessary, scaﬀold them to remember ﬂip-ﬂop
schwa for the second, unstressed syllable (ac/r /bat/ic), then blend the syllables to read the word.
e

Close Reading Instruction
Complete the activities in the Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow Close Reading Guide.
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
After Reading
Foundational Skills Instruction
This instruction is designed to teach new skills and concepts. Use these activities with all students to build automaticity in reading and spelling.

Word Search and Sort by Spelling

Act 3
Act 4

TEACHER TI
PS
Students may co
me
not have the /ou/ across words with the ou spellin
g that do
di
words should no phthong pronunciation (e.g., co
uld). These
t be sorted in th
e
chart.
n Yo
u might choose
to point out to stu
cow are capitaliz
dents that down
ed
to
stage name in Ac when they are used as part of Bo wn and
n-Bon’s
t 4.

ou

ow

around
outside
about
ground
pouting
out

town
Brown
cow
down

about
proud
out

owl
downtown
how
gown
bowed
wow
crowd
cow
Browns

loud
out
pout
around
bounded
mound
snouts
sounds
outside
found
ﬂour
outﬁt

howled
Brown
yowled
plow
howling
growling
bow
wowing
down
sows
clowned
crowd
gown

count
proud
found
out

crowd
Downtown
Cow
yowled
howled
bowed
owl
Brown’s
Brown

Act 2

Act 1

I am sorting words with different spellings of the /ou/ diphthong.
n

REMINDER
Each student wi
ll ne
copy of Blackline ed a
Master 5.

Continued on next page.

Note: Black font indicates the ﬁrst occurrence of a word; gray font indicates a repeat occurrence.
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Word Search and Sort by Spelling, continued
Once the sorting is ﬁnished, review an accurately completed chart with students.
Scaﬀold students to correct their own charts if they have made sorting errors, then
say: Let’s examine the position of the vowels and consonants in the words in our chart to see if we can identify anything that the words
in each column have in common. Doing this can help us recognize spelling generalizations that can be made for words with the o-u and
o-w diphthong vowel team spellings. Recognizing spelling generalizations can help us remember how to correctly spell words.
Say: Remember, the ﬁrst thing we need to do when we examine a word is to remove suﬃxes, if there are any. Then we need to examine
the position of the vowels in the word to see if the vowels end the word or if they are followed by a consonant. What do we see?
Work with students to make observations and arrive at spelling generalizations about the words in each column:
n The ow diphthong vowel team spelling generally ends a syllable or word (when suﬃxes are removed),
though it can be followed by a single letter l, as in the word howl, or a single letter n, as in the word gown.
n The ou diphthong vowel team spelling is generally followed by a consonant or by a nasal blend,
as in the words count and found.
Refer back to the posted metalinguistic questions and scaﬀold students as
REMINDER
necessary to arrive at meaningful responses. Remind students that they will apply
Remind student
the generalizations they observe in this activity to the work they do in the
s th
spelling generaliz at most of the time,
Phoneme-Grapheme Mapping activity.
ations apply
to syllabl
within multisyllab
ic words in the sa es
that they apply
to one-syllable wo me way
rds.
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Phoneme-Grapheme Mapping
/ou/ Diphthong (ou) Words: ground, pout, out, proud, loud, bound, mound, snout,
sound, found, count
Mapping Tip
ou words: Students should tap a box for each sound they hear in the word, then spell
each sound until they get to the /ou/ diphthong. As necessary, scaﬀold students to use
the ou diphthong vowel team spelling and to write the two letters in one box because
one vowel sound slides into the other, representing one perceived sound. Have students
ﬁnish by mapping the remaining sound(s) in the word.
Sentence Dictation: The dog sniﬀed the mound on the ground with its snout.
TEACHER TI
PS
Each student wi
ll need two copi
es of Blackline
Master 11.
n Pr
ompt students to
absence of a cons listen for the presence or
on
diphthong vowe ant sound after the ou
l te
and remind them am spelling in these words,
of the spelling ge
ne
they observed in
the Word Search ralizations
and Sort
activity. (The ou
diphthong vowe
l te
is generally follo
wed by a conson am spelling
ant or by a
nasal blend.)

g

r

ou

n

p

ou

t

ou

t

p

r

ou

l

ou

d

b

ou

n

d

m

ou

n

d

s

n

ou

t

s

ou

n

d

f

ou

n

d

c

ou

n

t
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Phoneme-Grapheme Mapping, continued
/ou/ Diphthong (ow) Words: town, brown, cow, down, owl, gown, bow, wow,
crowd, howl, yowl, plow, growl, sow, clown
Mapping Tips
ow words: Students should tap a box for each sound they hear in the word, then spell
each sound until they get to the /ou/ diphthong. As necessary, scaﬀold students to use
the ow diphthong vowel team spelling and to write the two letters in one box because
one vowel sound slides into the other, representing one perceived sound. Have students
ﬁnish by mapping the remaining sound(s) in the word.
bow: Say: Bow is a homonym. Listen to my sentence to know which “bow” you are spelling:
The actor took a bow at the end of the performance.
Sentence Dictation: The cat yowled, the owl hooted, and the dog growled.
TEACHER TI
PS
n Pr
ompt students to
listen for the pres
consonant soun
ence or absenc
d after the ow sp
elling in these wo e of a
remind them of
rds, and
the spelling gene
raliz
the Word Search
and Sort activity ations they observed in
. (The ow diphth
team spelling ge
on
nerally ends a sy
llable or word, th g vowel
be followed by a
ough it can
single letter l or
a
sin
gle letter n.)
n Th
e word crowd is
an exception to
this generalizatio
n.
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Connecting Spelling to Meaning for
Words with Inflectional Suffixes

REMINDER
Each student wi
ll ne
copy of Blackline ed a
Master 12k.

Inﬂectional Suﬃx –ed as a Tense Marker
Example from the book

Base word

Word sum

The pigs grunted at the dogs.
The dogs howled at the cats.

grunt
howl

grunt + ed ➞ grunted
howl + ed ➞ howled

Pronunciation
of suﬃx
/id/
/d/

“At ten o’clock under the stars and the barnyard light,”
yowled the cats.

yowl

yowl + ed ➞ yowled

/d/

They quacked and ﬂapped their wings
as they swam around and around.

quack
ﬂap

quack + ed ➞ quacked
ﬂap(p) + ed ➞ ﬂapped

/t/
/t/

They bounded around and
did fantastic acrobatic tricks.

bound

bound + ed➞ bounded

/id/

The hogs and sows clowned around
in a mound of mud;

clown

clown + ed ➞ clowned

/d/

Farmer Brown contacted the vet.

contact

contact + ed ➞ contacted

/id/

“The animals must be sick,” he fretted.

fret

fret(t) + ed ➞ fretted

/id/

The vet inspected the crowd animal by animal.

inspect

inspect + ed ➞ inspected

/id/

“Put the animals in the barn until tonight,”
the vet instructed Farmer Brown.

instruct

instruct + ed ➞ instructed

/id/

The animals scattered.

scatter

scatter + ed ➞ scattered

/d/

grumble/ + ed ➞ grumbled

/d/

“It has not been the best day,” Farmer Brown grumbled
grumble
as he clicked oﬀ the barn light.

Finish the activity by coming together with students to review the word sums on
REMINDER
their completed charts and to be sure they are making the spelling to meaning
Accurate readin
g of
connection that is intended with this activity. The correct answer to the multiple
metalinguistic ab word sums develops students’
ilities and strengt
hens the connec
between spellin
choice question that follows the chart is B.
g, pr
tion
refer to the How onunciation, and meaning. Ple
ase
to Present Word
Scaﬀold students by saying: Let’s take a closer look at all of the words in the
Sums section of
Connecting Spell
the
ing
base word column. Ask: What part of speech are all of the base words? (verbs).
Suffixes Model Le to Meaning for Words with Infle
ctional
sson for support
in
sc
affolding the accu
m
Who can tell me what a verb is? (an action word). In the examples from the
rate reading and odeling and
writing of word
book, which suﬃx is added to each verb? (the suﬃx –ed). Who can tell me
sums.
what the addition of the suﬃx –ed tells us? (The action already happened.)
Have students correct their answers as necessary.
If you have not yet deﬁned inﬂectional suﬃxes for your students, this may be a good time to do so. Inﬂectional suﬃxes change the
grammatical function (tense, voice, or mood) of a base word that is a verb and change the possession, gender, or number of a base
word that is a noun. An inﬂectional suﬃx can also make a base word that is an adjective into a comparative adjective (e.g., bigger,
biggest).
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Connecting Spelling to Meaning for Words with Derivational Affixes
Derivational Suﬃx –er
Page

Example from the book

Base word, word meaning,
part of speech

Word sum, word meaning,
part of speech

3

As the rest of
the town slept,
Farmer Brown milked
his cow Bon-Bon.

farm
To farm is to grow crops
or raise animals.
verb

farm + er ➞ farmer
A farmer is someone who farms.
noun

She wanted to be a singer.

sing
To sing means to make
musical sounds with your voice.
verb

sing + er ➞ singer
A singer is someone who sings.
noun

10

After completing the chart, say: Let’s look at our chart to notice what happens when we add suﬃxes to base words. Point out each word
that has had the suﬃx –er added to it (farm and sing). Note that in each case, the addition of the suﬃx changes the word from a verb
to a noun.
Summarize the spelling to meaning connection by saying: So the
REMINDERS
addition of the suﬃx –er changes the part of speech and the meaning
Ac
curate reading of
of the base word. For example, the base word in the word farmer is farm.
abilities and stren word sums develops students’
met
gt
To farm is an action, so the word farm is a verb. When you add the suﬃx
pronunciation, an hens the connection between sp alinguistic
elling,
d
m
ea
ni
ng. Please refer to
–er to the base word, you get farmer. A farmer is a person who farms.
Word Sums sect
the How to Pres
ion
ent
with Derivationa of the Connecting Spelling to M
In the example from the book, the name of the farmer is Farmer Brown.
eani
l Affixes Model Le
sson for support ng for Words
and scaffolding
We capitalize a word when it is part of a name.
the accurate read
in modeling
ing and writing
Be sure students
of word sums.
If you have not yet defined derivational affixes for your students,
are clear on the
meanings of the
of speech: noun
follo
(a person, place,
this may be a good time to do so. Derivational affixes change a word’s
or thing); verb (a wing parts
adjective (a word
n action word
th
at
de
sc
ribes a noun); an
part of speech. Derivation is the process of creating distinct but
describes a verb
d adverb (a word );
).
that
morphologically related words (for example: help, helper, helpful,
unhelpful, helpfulness).
n

n

High-Frequency Puzzle Words
New word: lights
Review words: be, been, began, by, could, day, from, have, he, into,
light, more, of, one, put, she, so, their, there, they, to, too, want,
wanted, was, were, what, who, would, you

TEACHER TI
P
As necessary, scaff
old students to re
High-Frequency
ad the new
Puzzle Word light
s us
Read by Analogy
Strategy and the ing the
analogous
words nights and
sights.

REMINDER
Review High-Fre
quen
here for your refer cy Puzzle Words, listed
ence, are high-fr
eq
words that have
been introduced uency
in previous
Flyleaf instructio
n. Provide instruc
tio
words as necessa
ry in the way that n of these
appropriate for
is most
your students.
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Reading Series 3:
Bon-Bon the Downtown Cow
Differentiated Instruction
Use the following activities in two ways depending on student needs: (1) as additional instruction for students
who have yet to develop automaticity and ﬂuency or (2) as independent practice and skill reinforcement for students
who are able to work independently.

Word-Reading Fluency
Create a fluency grid with the following words to give students practice reading words with different spellings of the /ou/ diphthong, or
customize a fluency grid using words that students need extra practice reading.
proud
plow
bound
yowl
snout

growl
ground
owl
pout
frown

flour
growl
outfit
scout
outside

crowd
sound
gown
mound
mouth

count
clown
loud
pouch
around

Choose a Syllable Division Strategy
Words: farmer, around, visit, grumble, perhaps, begin, sunup, barnyard, about, never, contest, began, racket, contact, wagon, inspect,
talent, instruct, second, squirrel, scatter

r

V

C

C

V

a

b

b

i

far/mer
per/haps
barn/yard
con/test
con/tact
in/spect
in/struct
squir/rel
scat/ter

t

t

V

C

V

i

g

e

a/round
be/gin
a/bout
be/gan

r

c

V

C

V

a

m

e

l

l

vis/it
sun/up
nev/er
rack/et
wag/on
tal/ent
sec/ond

Division Tips
inspect, instruct: When mapping Rabbit Words with more than two consonants between
the vowels, scaﬀold students to keep blends or consonant digraphs together.
around, about: Scaﬀold students to label the vowel team (ou) in these words with one V.
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V

V

i

o

C + le
n

t

ur

t

le

grum/ble

REMINDER
Suffixes have be
en re
words to be divid moved from
ed and sorted.
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Vowel Pattern Sort
Act 1 Words: around, town, farmer, cow, outside, down, about, ground, pout,
glum, perhaps, barnyard, problem, star
Sorting Tips
around, about, problem: As necessary, scaﬀold students to divide the
words and notice the syllables with schwa pronunciations ( /bout, /round,
prob/l m).
e

e

e

Act 2 Words: owl, downtown, bandstand, singer, gown, bow, wow, crowd,
proud, snuck, out
Act 3 Words: forget, loud, racket, howl, fuss, wagon, talent, contest, yowl,
plow, growl, loft, bound, sow, clown, mound, snout, loud, sound, hubbub,
contact, fret, instruct, found, outﬁt
Sorting Tip
wagon: As necessary, scaﬀold students to divide the word. Notice with
students that the ﬁrst syllable is a closed syllable and the second syllable
is a closed syllable with a schwa pronunciation (wag/ n).
e

Act 4 Words: squirrel, count, click, scatter, grumble
Sorting Tip
squirrel: As necessary, scaﬀold students to divide the word. Notice with
students that the ﬁrst syllable is a bossy-r syllable and the second syllable
is a closed syllable with a schwa pronunciation (squir/r l).

TEACHER TI
PS
Students will ne
ed a different ch
art
make sure each
student has a co format for this activity;
py of the Vowel
Chart for words
Pattern Sort
with Digraph Vo
wel Teams, Varia
Vowel Teams, an
nt Digraph
d Diphthong Vo
wel Teams (Blac
Master 16c).
kline
n Ha
ve students prac
tice pronouncin
syllables withou
t the schwa pron g words with schwa
un
remember how
to spell the word ciations to help them
s when they are
writing.
n

REMINDERS
Refer to the Vowe
l Pa
for accurate word ttern Sort Chart on the facing
page
/syllable placem
ent.
nW
ith the exceptio
n of High-Frequ
ency
suffixes have been
removed from m Puzzle Words,
ost words to be
sorted.
n

e
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Closed Syllable
VC

Silent e Syllable
VCe
Bossy-r Syllable
Vr
–ble (grumble)

Consonant-le
Syllable
C + le
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Open Syllable
V
–side (outside)

far– (farmer)
–mer (farmer)
per– (perhaps)
barn– (barnyard)
–yard (barnyard)
star
–er (singer)
for– (forget)
squir– (squirrel)
–ter (scatter)

Vowel Pattern Sort Chart

a– (around)
a– (about)

glum
–haps (perhaps)
prob– (problem)
–lem (problem)
band– (bandstand)
–stand (bandstand)
sing– (singer)
snuck
–get (forget)
rack– (racket)
–et (racket)
fuss
wag– (wagon)
–on (wagon)
tal– (talent)
–ent (talent)
con– (contest)
–test (contest)
loft
hub– (hubbub)
–bub (hubbub)
con– (contact)
–tact (contact)
fret
in– (instruct)
–struct (instruct)
–fit (outfit)
–rel (squirrel)
click
scat– (scatter)
grum– (grumble)

Vowel Team Syllable
VV
Digraph Vowel Team

ow
town
cow
down
owl
down– (downtown)
–town (downtown)
gown
bow
wow
crowd
howl
yowl
plow
growl
sow
clown

Diphthong Vowel Team

Variant Digraph Vowel Team

ou
–round (around)
out– (outside)
–bout (about)
ground
pout
proud
out
loud
bound
mound
snout
loud
sound
found
out– (outfit)
count

Page 13
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Post-Instruction
Once you have completed foundational skills and close reading instruction for this book, monitor skill development
with the following assessments. The Progress Monitoring and Spelling Assessments allow you to evaluate students’ ability to
read and spell words with the ou and ow spellings of the /ou/ diphthong. The Oral Reading Fluency Assessment allows you to
evaluate a student’s ﬂuency (accuracy and rate).

Progress Monitoring Assessment
Use a blank sheet of paper to cover everything other than the word lists below, and then ask students to read the words in each
column. Record student responses on copies of the Book-by-Book Progress Monitoring and Spelling Assessment Student Response
Record Blackline Master.

stoub

shout

howled

lights

thouzz

clown

crowded

more

skoud

sprout

growling

were

pround

proud

yowled

one

chouff

crown

grounded

touck

frown

spouted

trouzz

sound

clouded

Spelling Assessment
To prepare for the assessment, have each student write the headings ou and ow on their own copy of a Spelling Assessment Chart
(Blackline Master 24). Choose words from the list below based on student needs. Read the selected words to students and ask them
to spell the words under the correct heading. Record the percentage correct on the Student Response Record and note any spelling
patterns students need additional practice with.
Words: town, cow, down, ground, pout, out, owl, how, gown, bow, wow, crowd, proud, loud, howl, yowl, plow, growl, bound, sow,
clown, mound, snout, loud, sound, found, count, outﬁt, around, outside, about, downtown

Oral Reading Fluency Assessment
An oral reading ﬂuency passage for each book can be found in the assessment materials in Binder 2. Use this passage reading assessment
to determine a student’s reading rate (WCPM) and/or to note errors; this information will provide you with ﬂuency data.
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